Call for speakers: Building Efficiency Accelerator: Africa Regional Network

Are you working to ensure that the built environment is more resource efficient and climate resilient? Do you work on building efficiency related projects and looking for a platform to engage and share your project results with professionals across Africa and the rest of the world?

As part of the Building Efficiency Accelerator Partnership: Africa Regional Network led by ICLEI Africa with representatives from Green Building Councils, Policymakers and Development Partners across Africa, you are invited to be a speaker in the network’s quarterly webinars to share your project results, experiences, successes, challenges and insights on cutting edge built environment issues.

If you have a project, process or tool that you would like to share with cities and partners in Africa and the rest of the world, please submit your interest by filling in the Google Form here or contact Avuyile.kewana@iclei.org and we will get back to you to discuss dates, topics and any other related matters.